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Speakers:
• Edric Koh, Head of Corporate Sales, LME
• Jean-Luc Fiorenzoni, Founding Partner, Commos

Introduction to hedging workshop
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The LME is the leading global venue for metal market participants to 
manage their price risk

In 2021, the LME traded in excess of

This equates to an average daily turnover of 
570k lots

LME is the leading global exchange in all 
non-ferrous metals

LME provides market leading pricing of 
futures contracts

145 
million 

lots

$15.6 
trillion 

notional 
value

3.3 
billion 
tonnes

Daily

Transparent

Trusted

Regulated

Robust

LME
Price
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More metals have been added to the initial copper and tin, over the past ~140 years.
Each year, the exchange reviews its contracts and looks to launch new products to meet the needs of the industry.

• Physically settled contracts
• Cash-settled contracts

London Metal Exchange contract history
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Metal price risk management
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LME Copper
Source: Bloomberg, Jan 2021 – Jul 2022

Price risks

2) Time spread risk
Buys raw material in Aug,
sells end product in Sep

1) Directional risk
Rising prices squeezing
fabricator’s margin
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Hedging
Establishing a position in a commodity futures market (LME) which is 
equal and opposite to a risk on a physical market.

• Protects against adverse price movements
• Locks in an agreed profit margin 

Hedging as a form of Insurance (protection).

What is hedging?
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A future is an agreement to buy or sell a 
specified asset (material) of a standard 

quantity on a fixed date at a price agreed 
today

What are futures and how do they work?



LME education
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LME education



Case study
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Case study
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Case study

HedgeTutor LME Subscriptions 
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Case study

HedgeTutor: Simulations 
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Case study

HedgeTutor: Ordering Trials and Subscriptions  
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Case study
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Case study – Producer’s Hedge
• Scenario: 

a. Cu cathodes producer with a “natural” physical long position: Its production at a known 
price

b. Production commits to selling production to a customer for a future delivery. 
c. Pricing of the sale LME + premium with quotational period (“QP”) day prior to delivery
d. Producer wary that market price may decrease between his sales commitment and its 

pricing, negatively impacting revenues and margin.

• Objectives:
a. Introduce interaction between physical and futures trading
b. Show how futures can protect margins
c. Show how hedging impacts cash flows
d. Take a quick look at the impact of hedging on PnL / Balance sheet
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Case study – Producer’s Hedge
• Assumptions: 

Starting date of simulation: 1 May 19
End date of simulation: 3 June 19
Quantity: 1,000 MT
Copper cathodes production costs – fixed: $ 6,000 /MT
Delivery date: 30 May 19
Sales Price: LME + $100 /MT
Quotational Period (“Q/P”): 29 May 19
Futures Credit Line: None

Simulation
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Case study – Consumer’s Hedge
• Scenario: 

a. Cu cathodes consumer committed to a sale of finished product (e.g. Cu rod) at fixed price. 
b. Sale and purchases are committed for delivery in the future. 
c. Consumer buys Cu cathodes priced LME + premium with QP day prior to delivery
d. Consumer is concerned that market may rise between now and the time it fixes the price of 

the purchase, negatively impacting its cost of production and therefore margin.

• Objectives:
a. Similar to previous case
b. Hedging is equally applicable wherever your company sits in the value chain
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Case study – Consumer’s Hedge
• Assumptions: 

Starting date of simulation: 2 Jan 19
End date of simulation: 1 Feb 19
Quantity: 1,000 MT
Price of Cu cathodes contained in finished product – fixed: $ 6,500 /MT
Delivery date: 30 Jan 19
Purchase Price: LME + $100 /MT
Quotational Period (“Q/P”): 29 Jan 19
Futures Credit Line: None

Simulation
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© The London Metal Exchange (the “LME”), 2022. The London Metal Exchange logo is a registered trademark of The London Metal Exchange. 

All rights reserved. All information contained within this document (the “Information”) is provided for reference purposes only. While the LME endeavours to ensure the accuracy, reliability and completeness of 
the Information, neither the LME, nor any of its affiliates makes any warranty or representation, express or implied, or accepts any responsibility or liability for, the accuracy, completeness, reliability or suitability 
of the Information for any particular purpose. The LME accepts no liability whatsoever to any person for any loss or damage arising from any inaccuracy or omission in the Information or from any consequence, 
decision, action or non-action based on or in reliance upon the Information. All proposed products described in this document are subject to contract, which may or may not be entered into, and regulatory 
approval, which may or may not be given. Some proposals may also be subject to consultation and therefore may or may not be implemented or may be implemented in a modified form. Following the 
conclusion of a consultation, regulatory approval may or may not be given to any proposal put forward. The terms of these proposed products, should they be launched, may differ from the terms described in 
this document. 

Distribution, redistribution, reproduction, modification or transmission of the Information in whole or in part, in any form or by any means are strictly prohibited without the prior written permission of the LME.

The Information does not, and is not intended to, constitute investment advice, commentary or a recommendation to make any investment decision. The LME is not acting for any person to whom it has 
provided the Information. Persons receiving the Information are not clients of the LME and accordingly the LME is not responsible for providing any such persons with regulatory or other protections. All persons 
in receipt of the Information should obtain independent investment, legal, tax and other relevant advice before making any decisions based on the Information.

LME contracts may only be offered or sold to United States foreign futures and options customers by firms registered with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), or firms who are permitted to 
solicit and accept money from US futures and options customers for trading on the LME pursuant to CFTC rule 30.10.

The LME is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in respect of its benchmark administration activities under the European Benchmarks Regulation (Regulation No (EU) 2016/1011) 
(“BMR”), as onshored into UK law.

The names “S&P Global Platts” and “Platts” and the Platts logo are trademarks of S&P Global Inc. and have been licensed for use by The London Metal Exchange.  S&P Global Platts, a division of S&P Global 
Inc. also licenses The London Metal Exchange to use Platts Steel Rebar FOB Turkey, Platts TSI Scrap HMS 1/2 80:20 CFR Turkey, Platts TSI HRC EXW US Indiana, Platts TSI HRC EXW Ruhr, Platts HRC 
SAE1006 FOB China , Platts Aluminum Transaction Premium DDP US Midwest and Platts Molybdenum Oxide Daily Dealer (Global); (the “Assessments”) in connection with the listing, facilitation of trading of, 
settlement and clearing of certain contracts (the “Contracts”) based upon the Assessments. The Contracts are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by S&P Global Platts or its affiliates or licensors.  S&P 
Global Platts, its affiliates and licensors make no representation or warranty, express or implied, either regarding the Contracts or the advisability of investing in securities or commodities generally or the ability 
of the Assessments to track general market performance or commodity price movements.  S&P Global Platts, its affiliates and licensors disclaim any and all warranties, express or implied, including, but not 
limited to, any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use as to the Assessments, or the results obtained by its use or as to the performance thereof. S&P Global Platts, its affiliates 
and licensors do not guarantee the adequacy, accuracy, timeliness and/or completeness of the Assessments or any component thereof or any communications (whether written, oral, electronic or other format), 
and shall not be subject to any damages or liability, including but not limited to any indirect, special, incidental, punitive or consequential damages (including but not limited to, loss of profits, trading losses and 
loss of goodwill).

ARGUS, ARGUS MEDIA, the ARGUS Logo, Argus HRC FOB Tianjin China are trademarks and are used under licence from Argus Media Limited. All copyrights and database rights in the Argus HRC FOB 
Tianjin China index belong exclusively to the Argus Media group and are used herein under licence. Argus takes no position on the purchase or sale of LME products which reference Argus or the Argus HRC 
FOB Tianjin China index and excludes all liability in relation thereto.

Disclaimer
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Thank you for attending!
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